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In this issue of Developmental Cell, Heller et al. (2016) introduce EpiTools, a new open-source image analysis
toolkit that provides user-friendly graphical interfaces to perform automatic cell-based measurements from
fluorescence microscopy time-lapse images of growing epithelia.Epithelial cells are the building blocks of
multicellular organisms. The final shape
and size of an epithelial tissue or organ
rely on how cells divide in space, where
they allocate after cell division, how
many times they divide in time, how
many cells die, and the cell size and
shape they acquire. The highly prolifera-
tive imaginal primordia of Drosophila are
epithelial tissues widely used to unravel
and molecularly dissect the cellular be-
haviors underlying the acquisition of the
final shape and size or the corresponding
adult derivatives. Pioneering clonal anal-
ysis in the wing primordium in the early
1970s (Garcı´a-Bellido and Merriam,
1971), together with the subsequent iden-
tification of the genes involved in the
planar orientation of the mitotic spindle
(Baena-Lo´pez et al., 2005; Mao et al.,
2011), revealed that cell shape elongation
along the proximal-distal axis prior to cell
division has a major contribution to the
preferential orientation of the mitotic spin-
dle along this axis and to the elongated
shape of the resulting adult wing. More
recent work using the primordium of the
fly thorax as a model system has unveiled
a novel process of crowding-induced
cell delamination, which is distinct from
apoptosis-induced cell extrusion and
contributes to balancing the final cell
number and ensuring well-ordered cell
packing (Marinari et al., 2012). These
are two very illustrative examples of how
live imaging contributes to the capture
of the dynamic nature of a growing
epithelium and to the disclosure of new
properties of a developing epithelial or-
gan. Unfortunately, ex vivo culturing of
some imaginal primordia has been a
rather limiting step until recently, andcell segmentation and tracking software
to quantitatively analyze cellular behavior
has not been extensively used by the
research community to date. In this issue
of Developmental Cell, Heller et al. (2016)
use the imaginal primordia of Drosophila
as a model system to introduce and
experimentally validate EpiTools, a new
open-source image analysis toolkit that
will certainly contribute to correcting this
trend.
EpiTools performs automatic cell-based
measurements in growing epithelia. The
software can analyze all cells visible in the
image field of fluorescence microscopy
time lapses in a matter of minutes, poten-
tially leading to thousands of measure-
ments per movie. It can compensate for
common image-acquisition artifacts and
adapt to layered and curved epithelia by
modeling themasa three-dimensional sur-
face. Imagequality permitting, it ispossible
to quickly achieve rapid error-free cell
delineation and tracking thanks toaguided
and interactive user-correction mecha-
nism. In addition to quantifying the geome-
try of individual cells, such as cell area,
shape, orientation, and number of neigh-
bors, the software can detect potentially
rare events such as dividing or apoptotic
cells and cell intercalations that lead to
changes in neighborhood relationships.
Since all cells are tracked during the
movies, these events can be harnessed
to define fate-based subpopulations and
reveal potential cell geometries and
context specificities long before events
occur. Finally, edge-based intensity mea-
surements (e.g., E-cadherin) can also be
performed and, again, correlated to tissue
context and cell fate as a powerful explor-
atory tool.Developmental CellThe authors benefited from the recent
developments in ex vivo culturing pro-
tocols for the wing and eye imaginal
primordia (Zartman et al., 2013) to apply
their versatile software, readily reproduce
published data on tissue packing and cell
division patterns (Gibson et al., 2011), and
reveal some deviating and unexpected
rare events with a potential biological
role: cell divisions perpendicular to the
longest cell axis and cell intercalations
with the consequent changes in neigh-
borhood relationships. They also applied
their software to other epithelial tissues
in the developing fly. The keys to this suc-
cess are the flexibility of the tool, which
empowers researchers’ creativity, and
the systematic inclusion of all imaged
cells, thereby facilitating the rapid consol-
idation of population statistics and the
detection of subtle deviations. Numerous
packages currently available can perform
a subset of the image-analysis tasks
available in EpiTools, but few are as flex-
ible, powerful, and user friendly. The
setup basically consists of downloading
two modules from the authors’ website
and executing them fromMATLAB (Math-
Works), a widely used scientific program-
ming environment, and Icy (de Chaumont
et al., 2012), an open platform for micro-
scopy data exploration.
EpiTools has been developed with flex-
ibility and accessibility in mind; it is not the
by-product of software written for a spe-
cific computing environment and imaging
setup. No complex code installation is
involved, not a single line of code has to
be modified for the software to run, and
the scripts are controlled at all times
from a clear and well-documented user
interface (video tutorial, documentation,36, January 11, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 7
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all major operating systems, and it is
released as a modular workflow written
as open-source scripts. This demon-
strates a clear effort of accessibility, flex-
ibility, and scientific transparency.
Automated image analysis is often
undervalued and deemed by non-experts
as too difficult to tackle and external to
core scientific research (Cardona and
Tomancak, 2012). It is sometimes consid-
ered to be merely a means to alleviate the
burden of manual processing. It is to be
hoped that contributions such as those
by Heller et al. (2016) will change this
scenario. Automated image analysis is
often the only way to perform a quantita-
tive and exhaustive analysis of large
microscopy data, with the potential to
reveal subtle phenotypes. It is a simple
approach by which to secure reproduc-
ible results down to the statistics and to8 Developmental Cell 36, January 11, 2016 ªself-document analysis protocols. A qual-
itative atomistic approach often fails to
grasp the key underlying mechanisms of
complex dynamic systems such as com-
partmented epithelia. Additionally, most
techniques attempting to infer system
properties and forces from indirect local
measurements are somewhat intrusive
and disruptive. In these situations, phys-
ical simulations driven by microscopy-
based quantitative measurements (Brod-
land et al., 2014) can prove successful in
revealing hidden patterns and shaping
mechanisms.REFERENCES
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